
Our corner drawers are 
designed with detail. Every 
corner is dovetailed. These 
drawers are available with 
square back, full back corner, 
attached back corner and 
removable dividers.

Convex, Concave or Both! If 
your cabinetry or furniture 
takes a curve, let your 
drawers curve with it. Every 
curve is custom made and 
every joint is dovetailed. 
Curved parts and panels are 
made by laminating solid 
wood, and are designed 
to be flex free and nearly 
infinite in radius.

Angle drawers! 
Nearly countless configurations 
are possible, including fronts 
tipped in or out.
Made to your specifications and 
can be dovetailed at any angle 
from 40 - 180 degrees.

Organize your cutlery with 
handmade, custom inserts 
and sliders, designed with 
1.5” of inside height.  
Custom designs can be 
ordered.

Designed for spice jar 
storage, pre-finished and 
custom sized to fit YOUR 
drawer. Removable for 
cleaning.

Classic Series lazy susan 
shelves are beautifully 
designed with dovetails 
in every corner, they can 
either be set on a turntable 
or installed on regular lazy 
susan hardware.

Custom Cabinet Pullouts for 
kitchen, office or bath are a 
great way to organize small 
items and make good use 
of otherwise vacant spaces. 
Sturdy design with adjustable 
shelves.

Custom Waste bin pullouts 
come with removable bins, 
each bin has a lid.  Your 
choice of 20, 35, or 50 
quart bins with single or 
double bins in one pullout. 
Designed for undermount 
slides.

Gingrich Woodcraft, Inc.
where quality and service meet!

Cutting Board Inserts are a 
handy way to keep your cut-
ting board with your knives. 
A solid hard maple cutting 
board is specially designed 
to slide back and forth in the 
drawer or be removed for 
use elsewhere.

We can line any custom 
ordered dovetailed drawer 
with fine felt. Designed to 
protect fine silverware and 
cutleries felt can be applied 
to any dividers and to the 
inside walls of the drawers 
or only the bottom.

Corner Cabinet Kit: designed 
for 36” & 39” corners, with 
faceless or a face frame ap-
plication. It can be purchased 
K-D or assembled. A cutlist is 
included for face frame parts. 
The number of drawers and 
the drawer heights are cus-
tom ordered, sized to fit your 
choice of hardware. There 
is no cabinet base or slides 
included. The cabinet is unfin-
ished but the drawers can be 
ordered prefinished.

Instock Waste Bin Pullouts. 
They are stocked in 3 widths. 
An economical option made 
from Baltic Birch Plywood 
with beautiful dovetail 
joinery. The pullout is 
mounted on Blum softclose 
slides that fasten to the 
cabinet floor.

Instock Cabinet Pullouts are 
made of solid maple with 
a beautiful finish. Three 
adjustable shelves bring 
plenty of economical space to 
your kitchen. The pullouts are 
mounted on Blum Softclose 
slides

Gingrich Woodcraft Inc. 
will prepare drawers for 
undermount hardware, 
including notching and
boring. Locking clips from 
BLUM and HETTICH are 
available as are
GRASS DYNAPRO 3D 
locking clips and rear
adjustment adapters.

Looking for a dovetail drawer supplier which also offers a wide 
range of accessories and options?

No need to look further, contact us now!

1-877-DOV-TAIL (368-8245)
drawers@gingrichwood.net Fax (807) 486-0351

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. Psalm 46:1

Experience 
our mission 
statement—
“to supply the furniture 
and cabinet industry with 
solid-wood components 
that exceed our customer’s 
expectations in service and 
quality.”

Order all your regular 
drawers . . . In the size 
you need.  Available 
finished, assembled, 
or ready to assemble. 
Drawer side thickness 
can be 1/2”, 5/8” or 
3/4”. Most species can 
also have matching 
plywood bottoms in 1/4” 
or 1/2” thickness. 1/2” 
bottom spacing (inset) is 
standard. 

We offer many drawer 
and accessory options.

Corner drawers
Curved front
   drawers
Angle drawers
Cutlery inserts
Spice inserts
Knife drawers
Lazy Susan shelves
Pipe chase drawers
File drawers
Waste bin pullouts
Bread box

Other Custom solid-
wood products.

Butcher Block Counter 
Tops

    -horizontal & vertical 
grain

Wooden Lazy Susan Kits 
with hardware

Cabinet Pullouts

We also offer 
environmentally 
responsible options.

Sustainable species
    FSC certified woods
    Lyptus
    Bamboo
    European Beech 
CARB compliant
    products
Greenguard
    (certified water-
    borne prefinish)

A wide variety of 
wood species are 
available.

  -Econo Soft 
Maple
  -Aspen
  -Beech, domestic
  -Baltic Birch Ply
  -Poplar
  -White Ash
  -Hickory, Rustic
  -Hickory
  -White Birch
  -Soft Maple
  -Red Oak
  -Alder, Rustic
  -Alder
  -Pine
  -White Oak
  -White Birch Select
  -Lyptus
  -FSC Maple
  -Aromatic Cedar
  -Beech, European
  -Cherry
  -Hard Maple
  -White Oak, Quarter
Sawn
  -Hard Maple Select
  -Mahogany, African
  -Bamboo, Natural,
flat grain
  -Walnut
  -Teak

We welcome custom 
drawer and accessory 
orders. Just send us a 
sketch and we’ll make 
it.

Order Forms:
 Electronic                   
 version 
 Orderform

         Paper
           version
           Orderform

Contender Series Lazy 
Susan Kits. The shelves are 
made with a solid wood, 
steam bent, 2” (51 mm) high 
continuous rim with true 
mitres. The bottoms are 5/8” 
(16 mm) domestic maple 
plywood which is CARB certi-
fied. The shelves are finished 
with a beautiful 40 sheen 
finsih. The hardware has 
independant rotation on a 
chrome telespoping chrome 
pole.

Signature Series Lazy Susan 
Kits. For an open concept, the 
signature series hardware 
(bottom mount post) allows 
for 100% storage on the 
top shelf. Smooth and quiet 
dependant rotation, set on 
a thrust bearing rated at 
2700#. The same beautiful 
shelves as the Contender. 
The available installation jig 
makes the installation of the 
kit quick and easy.

Magnum Series Lazy Susan 
Kits. Same quality shelves. 
The Magnum hardware is an 
attached sturdy 300# rated 
cast bearing which gives 
a quiet, smooth rotation. 
There are two shelves with 
hardware per set.
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